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Core Commitments
What are St. Andrew’s Core Commitments?
Core Commitments are the core values and beliefs
of St. Andrew, as identified by the Task Force. These
are the guiding principles that matter deeply to our
church family. These tenets guide our decision-making processes as a community committed to the full
inclusion of all God’s beloved children. They provide a
starting point for further reasoning, discussion and fact
finding. Remaining focused on these six core values
helps us gain clarity in the discernment process about
future steps for the St. Andrew congregation. We’ve
continued to adjust our Core Commitments as we have
journeyed through this discernment process and will
continue to do so in the months ahead.
Core Commitments:
• St. Andrew is called to inspire spiritual maturity in
outwardly focused Christians who love their neighbors
and serve the common good.
• St. Andrew affirms that all people, including LGBTQ+
persons, people of color, and women, are created in the
Divine Image, are of inherent sacred worth, and shall be
fully included in the life, ministry, practices, and leadership of the church. We reject any institutional policy
that would deny the full participation of persons in the
church based on age, nationality, race, class, culture,
gender identity, sexual orientation, or ability.

• St. Andrew will safeguard the people and the
material resources of our community in order to fulfill
our mission and expand our ministries of compassion,
solidarity and empowerment to those on the margins.
• St. Andrew affirms that the strength of our Methodist
tradition lies in its commitment to racial, cultural,
personal, and perspectival diversity. Because that
diversity inherently includes persons who have been
traditionally marginalized (LGBTQ+ persons, people of
color, women), we are committed to working toward a
world in which each person’s value is celebrated. As the
current United Methodist Book of Resolutions declares,
“our struggle for justice will be based on new attitudes,
new understandings, and new relationships.” The justice
we seek must be reflected in the policies and structures
of any new Methodist expression we work to create.
• St. Andrew will seek to partner and collaborate with
congregations and leaders who desire to form a new
expression of Methodism, that is Christ centered and
grounded in the Gospel, and reflects our commitments
to full inclusion, church vitality and growth, intersectional ministry, and the historic Wesleyan commitments
to personal piety and social justice.
We understand these Core Commitments may not be
100% agreed upon by every parishioner.

• St. Andrew is committed to upholding Methodism’s
historic emphases on personal holiness and social
justice, over and above loyalty to institutional identity.

The intention is to use them as a lens through which we
see our greater mission and vision. They show our deep
appreciation for John Wesley’s theology that birthed
Methodism. Ideally, they renew our commitment to
practicing radical hospitality and Christian love with
grace, reason and humility.
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Four Options
What options are we exploring to ensure
St. Andrew remains a vibrant, welcoming
and growing church in the future?
While other options may present themselves in the days
ahead, these four possibilities seem to be the leading
choices amongst like-minded churches right now.
1) Stay and resist;
2) Disaffiliate alone;
3) Disaffiliate with others and hope to form
a new conference;
4) Disaffiliate with the conference, or the jurisdiction
and wait for leadership/instructions.
As our thinking and research continues, our language
and work is also evolving. As a result, we are expanding
how we define our options.
Stay and resist means to stay and openly object
Disaffiliate Alone means to create our own vision
for the future
Disaffiliate with others means to create a new
shared vision
Disaffiliate with the conference means to wait
for the conference to articulate a new pathway
The Task Force is discussing these options using a
SWOT format, which means we’re analyzing each
option for its Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
and Threats. Here is a brief overview of our analysis of
each of the identified choices:
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1. Stay and resist
Strengths: connection to broader church, saves cost
of exit, pastoral certification, retains voice in United
Methodist Church and guaranteed appointments
Weaknesses: institution does not represent our
values, clergy forced to risk livelihood, opposes
our survey results, puts us in opposition to Bishop
Oliveto’s July ruling, potential to do more harm,
association with the negative connotations of the
UMC/tarnished brand, so far has been ineffective
Opportunities: we try to change the Book of
Discipline, Wesleyan Covenant Association chooses
to leave, build alliances with like-minded churches,
reclaim the brand
Threats: cost of the fight, forces us to become ‘one
issue’, polity shifts, demographic changes, core
commitments are threatened, mission and vision
would be threatened, WCA unlikely to leave

2. Disaffiliate alone
Strengths: no obligations to a larger institution,
flexibility, completely inclusive values, not subject
to future apportionments, staff are protected, write
own statements of belief, leaving a dying institution
Weaknesses: no support from others, separation
from UMC, loss of connectivity, missional and
seminary, cost of disaffiliation, including staff
benefits etc., loss of membership
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Four Options
Opportunities: quick, clearly defined, hire own
clergy, self- supportive, less bureaucracy, gain new
membership, develop own marketing materials
Threats: lack of job protection, cost of disaffiliation,
strained relationship with other churches, need for
increased staff

3. Disaffiliate with others and hope
to form a new conference
Strengths: we lead for churches, fully live our values,
clergy protected, have more influence in decision
making processes
Weaknesses: waiting hurts us, lose some inclusivity,
lose missional connection, consequences with
Bishop, options are not clear at this time
Opportunities: freedom to grow again, create new
accountability, finances are ours to manage, frees us
to mission, freedom from AC inaction
Threats: lose some inclusivity, lost missional
connection, clergy long term and interim, pension
costs, lose external authority and accountability
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4. Disaffiliate as a conference or
jurisdiction and wait for instructions

Strengths: approved by Book of Discipline and
JCD, eliminates unfunded pension liability, safety in
numbers, keep our identity statement
Weaknesses: need majority of 376 local churches
to agree, waiting for clear direction from annual
conference, uncertain which way the Jurisdiction
will go
Opportunities: institutional, less risky than going
alone, can write a ‘new’ Book of Discipline that has
core values to attract other conferences to affiliate
Threats: commits us to institutional vision, timeline
to create is aggressive, deadline 9/18/19, may not
avoid ‘trust clause’ being enforced
We continue to be in meaningful conversations with our
conference, like-minded churches across the country,
and the greater United Methodist Church leadership
structure. We will continue to prayerfully consider the
positives and negatives of each possibility listed above
while keeping an open mind toward other alternatives
should they arise.
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What Happened?
What happened in the church’s
deliberations regarding human sexuality?

which enables reconciling relationships with God, with
others and with self. Further, we insist that all persons
are entitled to have their human and civil rights ensured.”

In February, the United Methodist General Conference
(the official body responsible for church governance)
adopted what was called the “Traditional Plan.”

“We do not condone the practice of homosexuality and
consider it incompatible with Christian teaching.”

That plan affirmed official exclusionary language
and policies concerning LGBTQ people in the United
Methodist Church, and imposed severe penalties on
Pastors who violated those policies (for example, by
officiating same-sex weddings).
The General Conference also enacted provisions
to allow dissenting congregations or other United
Methodist organizations to exit the denomination, as
well as a petition that protects clergy pensions.
After the vote, the legislation was appealed to the
Judicial Council, a nine-member body tasked with
deciding whether proposed church legislation comports
with the church’s constitution and existing rules.

What is the UMC General Conference’s
history regarding human sexuality?”
Since 1972, exclusionary language has been added and
approved at every UMC General Conference.

1972 General Conference
Language added to our Social Principles:
“Homosexuals, no less than heterosexuals, are persons
of sacred worth, who need the ministry and guidance
of the church in their struggles for human fulfillment, as
well as the spiritual and emotional care of a fellowship
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“We do not recommend marriage between two persons
of the same sex.”

1984 General Conference
New standards added to The Book of Discipline for
ordained clergy:
“celibacy in singleness”
“self-avowed practicing homosexuals” are banned from
being ordained or appointed to serve in any clergy role
within the UMC.”

1992 General Conference
Delegates voted 710-238 (75%-25%) to retain the
statement describing homosexuality as incompatible
with Christian teaching.

1996 General Conference
Delegates vote 577-378 to retain the statement
describing homosexuality as incompatible with
Christian teaching (moving from a 75%-25% vote to a
60%-40% vote).

2000 General Conference
Progressive protests result in the arrests of more than
200 people including two United Methodist Bishops.
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What Happened?
2012 General Conference
Attempt to remove incompatibility language and
replace with a statement recognizing the differences
of opinion within United Methodism regarding LGBTQ
inclusion defeated (47% for and 51% against)

2016 General Conference
“Local Option” proposed to allow pastors and churches
to decide whether to perform same-sex weddings and
to allow annual conferences to decide the standards
for ordination in regards to human sexuality.
Council of Bishops recommends formation of special
commission to study the LGBTQ inclusion issue,
followed by a special session of General Conference to
be convened in February 2019 for the sole purpose of
dealing with the conflict. The Bishops’ plan is narrowly
adopted (428 – 405).

2019 General Conference

What parts of the Traditional Plan were
voted as constitutional on April 26, 2019?
The Judicial Council (which functions as The United
Methodist Church Supreme Court) ruled in Decision
1378, the following provisions of the Traditional Plan are
constitutional:
•

Expanding the definition of self-avowed, practicing
homosexual to include persons living in same-sex
marriage, domestic partnership or civil union, or
who publicly state they are practicing homosexuals.
(Petition 90032)

•

A pastor who has been found after trial to have
conducted a same-sex marriage now must receive,
as a minimum penalty, a one-year suspension
without pay for a first offense, and termination of
their clergy status for a second offense. (Petition
90042).

•

Boards of Ordained Ministry must make a
full examination of candidates for licensing,
commissioning or ordination, and shall not
recommend anyone who does not meet the
qualifications for ministry. The Bishop must rule the
recommendation of any such person out of order.
(Petition 90043)

•

Bishops cannot consecrate a “self-avowed, practicing
homosexual” as a bishop, or commission or ordain
a self-avowed, practicing homosexual. (Petition
90036)

The special session of General Conference was
convened in February 2019, the Traditional Plan was
passed by a narrow majority.

What is the Traditional Plan?
The Traditional Plan, which passed by a narrow majority
at the most recent General Conference, affirms the
church’s current bans on ordaining LGBTQ clergy and
officiating at or hosting same-sex marriage.

(continued)
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What Does This Mean For Us?
(continued)
•

•

Where a complaint is filed against a pastor for
violating the Discipline, the person filing the
complaint is to be a participant in any efforts to reach
a just resolution of the complaint and every effort is
to be made to have the person filing the complaint
agree to any resolution before it takes effect. (Petition
90046) A bishop cannot dismiss a complaint unless
it has no basis in church law or in fact. (Petition
90044, ADCA at 191). If a just resolution is reached,
it must state all identified harms and how each harm
will be addressed. (Petition 90046)
The church may now appeal the outcome of a
trial based on egregious errors of church law or
administration. (Petition 90047)

If the Traditional Plan passed, doesn’t
that mean things stay the same?
No. The plan makes significant changes to the United
Methodist Book of Discipline, including imposing severe
penalties on both pastors and congregations for any
deviation. This could lead to additional mandatory
penalties and church trials.

How is the United Methodist Church
governance structured? Who votes and
who is in charge?
General Conference
The global meeting of The United Methodist Church.
This gathering occurs every four years and includes
a maximum of 1000 voting delegates (half clergy, half
laity) elected from each Annual Conference to vote on
matters of church law on behalf of the denomination.
Jurisdictional Conference
This regional collection of Annual Conferences meets
following General Conference for the purpose of electing
Bishops for their geographical region. The Western
Jurisdiction includes the Mountain Sky Conference,
which is St. Andrew’s Annual Conference.
Annual Conference
Geographical areas are separated into Annual
Conferences based on density of UMC congregations
in any particular area. Each Annual Conference is led by
a Bishop, elected out of the Jurisdiction. The Mountain
Sky Annual Conference (MSC) includes Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, Montana, and one church in Idaho. Bishop
Karen Oliveto is the episcopal leader of the Mountain
Sky Conference.
Districts
Each Annual Conference is sub-divided into districts,
each led by a District Superintendent. St. Andrew is part
of the Mile High/Metro District.
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What Does This Mean For Us?
Are we planning to leave the United
Methodist denomination?

Will we remain a reconciling
congregation?

St. Andrew has not made any decisions at this time. In
April, the St. Andrew Church Council established the
Futures Strategy Task Force to help lead our planning.
This group will gather information and create a strategic
plan, which will then come before the Church Council
and congregation for acceptance or revision.

Yes. We remain committed to the belief in the sacred
worth of ALL people.

The Task Force’s work will include researching the
multiple times that the Church has split in the past,
assessing our options, and proposing a working
relationship with other like-minded congregations
throughout the country. They will also ensure that
our assets are protected and continue to be used in
ministry. The Task Force is in close dialogue with the
Mountain Sky Conference, Jurisdiction, and leadership
throughout the country on the challenges in front of us.

Yes. More than 90% of those funds stay in the Mountain
Sky Conference, and most of the funds that go beyond
our region serve important work among like-minded
Methodist organizations. For the time being, we feel
that withholding our apportionment would only harm
those we are trying to help.

We are in a prayer-filled discernment process, gathering
information and evaluating all options, including a
gracious exit from the denomination. In the future,
should the Task Force conclude that a gracious exit is
best for the future of St. Andrew, both Church Council
and the congregation will have their voices heard, in a
vote, prior to taking an exit request to the Mountain Sky
Conference for their approval.

St. Andrew has never been and will never be a “one
issue church.” LGBTQ exclusion was pressed upon us by
the vote at General Conference in February and we have
no choice but to respond. We believe that exclusion of
any people because of their sexuality, race, gender, or
for any other reason is discriminatory, against Wesleyan
teachings, and incompatible with St. Andrew’s values.
As the Task Force considers our options, we remain
focused on the core value of our St. Andrew family, that
all persons are of sacred worth.

At this time, the Task Force has not made any
recommendations as it is too early in the fact finding
and discernment process.
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Will we continue to provide financial
support to the United Methodist Church?

Have we become a “one issue church”?
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What Happens Next?
Can the UMC take our church property?
Loss of our church property is a very remote possibility.
All United Methodist Church property is held in trust for
the conference in which it’s located, which in our case
is the Mountain Sky Conference. The so-called “trust
clause” exists so that in the event of a church closure,
or a congregation being unable to meet its bills over the
long term, the property can be used to start or support
new ministries in the Mountain Sky Conference.
Before such a decision can be made, there is a long
process of evaluation, involving several conference
level committees and a Mountain Sky Conference vote
which requires a 2/3 majority, to close the church and
repurpose the property.
Under even the simplest of scenarios, that process
takes several years. None of those conditions apply
here at St. Andrew: we are a thriving congregation doing
strong ministry.
Moreover, the Mountain Sky Conference leadership
agrees with us about the importance of our commitment
to inclusivity in all dimensions of church life.
Finally, an important part of the work of the Task Force
is to ensure that we will be able to protect our material
assets and continue to use them in our ministry. The
Task Force will be carefully reviewing our options and
reporting back to the congregation. Any decision to exit
the denomination would need to be approved by both
Church Council and congregational votes.

•

Approval of the disaffiliation resolution by a twothirds majority of members of the church present
and voting at the church conference.

•

Establishment of the terms and conditions, including
the effective date, of the agreement between the
Mountain Sky Conference and the exiting local
church by the conference board of trustees in
accordance with applicable church law and civil laws.

•

Ratification of the disaffiliation agreement by a
simple majority of the members of the Mountain Sky
Conference present and voting.

Can our clergy be punished for rejecting
the decision of the GC?
Effective January 1, 2020, they may be. Penalties are
a year’s suspension without pay for first offense and
termination of conference membership and church
credentials for a second offense. Because of the steps
necessary to impose those punishments, it’s unlikely.
But as a matter of Christian conscience, all of our clergy
are deeply committed to including everyone in the life
of the church and are willing to face whatever penalties
may be imposed. The Task Force is committed to finding
answers and forming plans prior to the new rules going
into effect.

The Judicial Council has determined that an exit must
meet three minimum requirements:

As a connectional church, it is important to remember
that United Methodist Clergy around the United States
are and have been charged and sanctioned to date. The
2019 rules resulted in a defined process and minimum
sanctions for these charges effective January 1, 2020.
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What Happens Next?
Does this go into effect immediately?

Does St. Andrew have a plan?

No. The current rules of the Book of Discipline stand
until January 2020. We continue to be strongly
committed to inclusion, opposed to the decision of the
General Conference, and will continue our ministry as
we have been.

We are working on it. St. Andrew has a key voice in
the conversation about what is next for those United
Methodists now exiled or marginalized by the decisions
of the February 2019 General Conference. St. Andrew
is the second largest reconciling congregation in the
denomination, and we will not accept the status quo.
We will consider every option before us, including a
gracious exit from the denomination. Our Futures
Strategy Task force members are working on the local,
regional and national level, to build alliances. We are in
conversations with allies nationwide and will continue
to be in the months ahead.

In the meantime, the Futures Strategy Task Force will
continue working to help St. Andrew discern the new
thing to which God is calling us.

Can the decisions be overturned at the
next General Conference in 2020?
While the mechanism exists within the United Methodist
Church to overturn the decision through debate and
voting, the conservative faction is growing in size and
strength. It is likely that the church will become less
inclusive as those in favor of full inclusion increasingly
become the minority.

The Judicial Council nullified parts of the
Traditional plan.
Are we still considering a separation?
Even if the entire Traditional Plan was deemed
unconstitutional, it is clear that LGBTQ acceptance will
continue to be a dividing issue within the church. We
would rather seek a separation in order to fully live into
our inclusive belief that God welcomes LGBTQ persons
to participate in all aspects of life in the church.
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Are other churches looking to separate
from the denomination and form
something new?
Yes. While the Traditional Plan prevailed by a slim
margin, many churches in the United States and
Europe are dissatisfied with the outcome. Like- minded
congregations have been exploring ways to join together
and form something new. Our Future Strategy Task
Force has been in conversation with a growing group of
allies nationwide. We are actively in discussion with likeminded allies and other congregations, considering how
a new alliance could be formed in the months ahead.
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What Happens Next?

How Can I Help?

Is the Task Force acting timely or is it
moving too quickly (or slowly)?

I feel like I should be doing something.
Is there any way I can get involved?

We believe it is important to work at a steady deliberate
pace given the importance and consequence of
this issue and we are committed to a thorough and
thoughtful process.

In the next few months there will be several opportunities
to voice your opinion about the future of St. Andrew.
Please look for our communications concerning town
halls, surveys, focus groups, etc.

We are in a fact finding, prayer centered discernment
process to determine best steps forward for St. Andrew.

Most importantly, continue to be St. Andrew. Reach out
to your neighbors and community with love. Commit
anew to creating inclusive and welcoming space for
everyone. Pray for and engage with the Futures Strategy
Task Force.

The Task Force is striving to be thoughtful and
responsive to voices across the thought spectrum,
acknowledging that we are all processing the changes
within The United Methodist Church after the General
Conference vote at our own pace.
We are mindful new laws become effective January
1, 2020, and how those laws could negatively affect
St. Andrew and its clergy. That means should punitive
action be taken, our clergy could be punished, unpaid or
even defrocked should a complaint come against them
and be sustained.
We are mindful of the deadlines imposed by the April
26th, 2019 Judicial Council vote and how those laws
could negatively affect St. Andrew and its clergy when
they become effective on January 1, 2020.
That means, should punitive action be taken, our clergy
could be punished, unpaid and even defrocked should a
complaint come against them and be sustained.

Will the Task Force Meetings be open?
Unfortunately, no. Due to the tremendous amount of
confidential legal, personnel, real estate, and financial
matters we have to discuss it is in our best interest
to limit the discussion to experts in those fields. We
are committed to transparency and will make regular
congregational updates on our progress, and meeting
minutes will be available.

Will you consider additional members on
the Task Force?

Historically, justice for civil rights has been delayed as
fear for the unknown triumphs in the short term. We
seek God’s voice and timing in this process.

If you have particular expertise, we would love to have
you be involved. Please talk to Task Force members
about the expertise you can offer. We are trying to limit
the size of the group for meetings while we also want to
include broader expertise from the congregation.
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How Can I Stay Informed?

First Survey Results

How can I stay informed and learn about
the latest developments at St. Andrew?

In July, we had five hundred seventy-six St. Andrew
parishioners take our first survey, representing almost
twenty percent of our congregation. Due to the high
response level, the following results were a reliable
measure of our thoughts and feelings at that time.
St. Andrew Attendance:
53% over ten years attendance
18% 6 - 10 years attendance
25% 1 - 5 years attendance
4% less than 1 year attendance

It is our intent to keep members and constituents
current on the work and recommendations of the Task
Force using the following methods:
Task Force communication:
In addition to the meeting minutes, we will provide
updates and recommendations to Church Council
monthly.
Task Force members will be in the atrium Sundays
after Church Council meetings to answer questions.
We will be inviting congregational feedback via surveys
and small group sessions. We anticipate holding town
hall meetings every two to three months in order to
provide information, answer questions, and receive
comments for consideration. After each meeting,
we will distribute any recently updated materials.
Church Council Communication:
The Church Council will receive updates and
recommendations from the Task Force and consider
actions, as appropriate, at least monthly.
We invite members and constituents to attend the
Church Council meetings to listen and/or to give
comments and input.
If you have questions, please contact a Task Force
member in person or via email taskforce@gostandrew.com.
As always, our Pastors’ doors are open.
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Identification with the Methodist Label:
63% Due to St. Andrew
9%
Due to the UMC denomination
26% Split between identifying with St. Andrew and
with the United Methodist denomination
Support for the Traditional Plan:
94% do not support
7%
do support
Support if St. Andrew split with the Mountain Sky
Conference and other UMC Congregations?
82% are willing to split with the MSC
18% are not willing to leave the MSC
Support if St. Andrew decided to split from the UMC?
86% willing to split from the UMC
14% not willing to leave the UMC
Support for joining/forming a conference/denomination
with like-minded congregations across the country?
92% Yes
8% No
Support if St. Andrew decided to remain with the UMC?
40% yes to staying
60% no to staying
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Second Survey Results

Other Resources

In September, as a part of our continuous efforts to be
in honest dialogue with one another, we distributed a
second survey. Five hundred eighty-four St. Andrew
parishioners completed the survey to share their
moment-in-time opinions about the future options the
Task Force is exploring. The answers to the first series of
questions helped us to create our Core Commitments
(see pages 1-2) while the second series helped define
where the congregation stands on the four potential
options the Task Force has identified (see pages 3-6.)

Outside of St. Andrew, where can I find
information about UMC steps forward?

Stay and resist (object)
53% do not support - Least popular option
Disaffiliate alone
38% do not support
Growing desire to leave with others expressed
Disaffiliate alone and hope to form a new conference
79% support
Disaffiliate as a conference or jurisdiction and wait for
instructions
85% support - Most favorable option

Learn more about the Mountain Sky Conference and
sign up for email updates - www.mtnskyumc.org
Read communications from the Western Jurisdiction:
https://westernjurisdictionumc.org
Learn about the Reconciling Ministries Network:
https://rmnetwork.org
Visit the United Methodist Insight website, a forum
for discerning God’s future for The United Methodist
Church: https://um-insight.net
Visit United Methodist Association of Retired Clergy &
Friends website: https://www.umarc.org/copy-of-home
Read more about the UM Forward movement, “launched
with the wisdom of queer clergy of color at the helm.”
https://um-forward.org/about-us
Read the new book Where Do We Go From Here?
Honest Responses from United Methodist Leadership.
Edited by Kevin Slimp
The Institute on Religion and Democracy, a faith-based
alliance of Christians, provides updates via email and
their website: https://theird.org/
Read about The Wesleyan Covenant Association’s
support of the Traditional plan.
https://wesleyancovenant.org/
https://wesleyancovenant.org/2019/04/29/legislationto-restore-churchs-order-constitutional-what-now/
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* FSTF = Futures Strategy
Task Force

FSTF updates
Church Council

FSTF forms,
begins
research and
messaging,
updates
Church Council

FSTF
begins
future
planning

FSTF updates
Church Council,
distributes
congregational
survey, begins
business plan
development

FSTF survey
analysis,
updates
Church
Council

FSTF stakeholder
reviews, plan
finalization,
updates Church
Council

Dates to be updated as needed

UMC General Conference charges
Bishops with developing a plan or
plans to be considered at a specially
called General Conference
addressing LGBTQ issues in the
broader church.
The Bishops, known as the
Commission on the Way Forward,
develop three plans:
• One Church Plan
• Traditional Plan
• Connectional Plan

Special UMC
General
Conference
occurs and
Traditional
Plan is
approved.

UMC Judicial
Council affirms
some parts of the
Traditional Plan,
finds other, less
consequential parts
unconstitutional by
Book of Discipline
standards.

Mountain Sky Annual
Conference, Billings,
MT. St. Andrew
represented directly
through delegates.

FSTF updates
Church Council

General Conference
2020 Petitions due.

Traditional Plan
implemented
District
gatherings
General Conference,
Minneapolis, MN.
Mountain Sky
Conference
represented through
delegates elected at
June 2019 Annual
Conference.

gninnalp erutuf snigeb FTSF

hcraeser snigeb ,smrof FTSF
sedivorp ,gnigassem dna
etadpu licnuoC hcruhC

Mountain Sky
Annual
Conference,
Location TBD
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Western
Jurisdiction
Conference,
Location TBD
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* FSTF = Futures Strategy
Task Force

Dates to be updated as needed

“Do not worry about anything, but in
everything by prayer and supplication
with thanksgiving let your request
be made known to God. And the
peace of God, which surpasses all
understanding, will guard your hearts
and your minds in Christ Jesus.”
- Philippians 4:6-7

Futures Strategy
Task Force Members
Lana Banbury
Akilah Bixler
Sarah Browning
Tom Craine
Andy Dunning
Cathy Dunwody
Mark Feldmeir
Linda Harmon
Woody Herring

Kendall Kridner-Protzmann
Brad McNealy (chair)
Dolores Meader
Ben Miller
Larry Mugler
Shari Repinski
Jared Rowlison
Heather Shoup
Barb Wilkinson

www.GOstandrew.com

